Cholinergic regulation of biological hydrodynamics.
The structures of biological life are formed in water. Their function depends on changes in the entropy of water. It is regulated by the cholinergic system. The initiating event is the ChE-splitting of water with liberation of free protons. They will draw electrons from the fairly inert dioxygen. The induced oxygen reactivity will give liberation and transfer of electrons and hydrodynamic pH-dependent changes in protein configurations. A multitude of sub-systems will be activated. The sequence of events normally ends with the formation of water, thus preventing uncontrolled radical chain reactions. Cholinergic receptors appear as restricting units of the general disordering entropy tendency. ChE-induced hydrodynamics is propagated to the inner of cells by the water soluble protons and the electrolytes. Especially Ca appear to have a strong influence on the hydrodynamic dipole moment of water. Because water is an integral structure of DNA genetics also will be influenced. Conditions caused by deprivation of oxygen or of reactive oxygen and disorders by hyperactivity and inactivity are briefly discussed. The CNS takes the shape of a large-scale quantum computer with a function far beyond our ability of immediate perception. The atomic nuclear proportions of quantum bits (qubits) will admit the functional one-cell unit of immune memory cells. Cholinergic hydrodynamics appear to substantiate the much discussed chaos theory.